
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Blackhawk® Releases Foundation Series Tac Nylon Gear 

Lightweight Plate Carriers, Chest Rigs and More Offer Unmatched Durability 

VIRGINIA BEACH, Va. – September 2, 2021 – Blackhawk®, a leader in law 

enforcement and military equipment for over 20 years, has announced the introduction 

of its new Foundation Series Tac Nylon gear, offering more modular capabilities, 

stronger construction and lighter weight than the typical ballistic nylon gear found on the 

market. 

At the core of the Foundation Series is a durable nylon laminate material and a low-

profile, laser-cut design. This delivers one of the lightest plate carriers available without 

sacrificing durability. This suite of tactical gear is also designed for increased comfort 

thanks to adjustable straps and elastic construction. 

The Foundation Series is exceptionally modular, allowing users to customize their setup 

with whatever gear they need. Integrated MOLLE backers or “tuck straps” are laser cut 

into the material rather than sewn on, which, combined with the system’s polymer 

stiffeners, gives users a stronger attachment system for their pouches and other 

equipment. 

“Everyone’s always heard that you can’t achieve success without a solid foundation, 

and that was certainly an inspiration for our new Foundation Series,” said Nick Ferros, 

Tactical Product Manager for Blackhawk. “Our latest offering provides limitless 

customizable options for all levels of shooters who take their gear and training seriously. 

With its elite modularity, quality and comfort, the Foundation Series is definitely in a 

class of its own.” 

Foundational to the series are the chest rig, gun belts, as well as the Small/Medium and 

Large plate carriers. Each Foundation placard (sold separately) has side loops for fast 

attaching split bar buckles, which not only allows for quickly swapping out placards, but 

also helps pull the chest rig to the body, keeping it secure when users are on the move. 

The Foundation Series Chest Rig features low-profile shoulder straps paired with an 

adjustable waist strap to accommodate a wide range of body types. 

https://blackhawk.com/tactical-nylon/foundation-series/
https://blackhawk.com/tactical-nylon/carriers-vests/placards/?utm_source=website&utm_medium=landing%2Bpage&utm_campaign=foundation%2Bseries
https://blackhawk.com/foundation-series-chest-rig/?utm_source=website&utm_medium=landing%2Bpage&utm_campaign=foundation%2Bsecond%2Bline&utm_content=chest%2Brig


 

The Foundation Series Plate Carrier is just as flexible, adaptable and lightweight. It 

features a four-inch elastic cummerbund that accommodates magazines, tourniquets, 

radios and other accessories. Four-way stretch material on the interior accommodates 

multiple plate thicknesses and a one-piece exterior panel naturally pulls the plates 

against a user’s body. The same placard mounting interface on the plate carrier mirrors 

that on the chest rig, allowing users to rapidly move essentials between the two. 

Offering a complete collection of tactical gear, the Foundation Series includes MOLLE 

and first responder placards, MOLLE belts, magazine and utility pouches, and more. 

Lightweight, low-profile and comfortable, the Foundation Series Gunbelt provides a 

secure all-day platform that’s perfect for professional use or active range training. The 

interior surface is sewn with a male hook that mates perfectly to the Foundation Inner 

Belt.  In addition, Foundation Series Mag Pouches are available to fit a variety of 

AR15/M4 style, SR25/AR10 style, and common pistol magazines. They are designed to 

easily attach to any of the Foundation Series platforms and conform to the body of the 

magazines or other similarly sized items for a secure fit in a lightweight and slim 

package. Another popular addition is the Foundation Series IFAK (Individual First Aid 

Kit). This must-have pouch features a QASM surface bucket to hold first aid essentials 

securely while offering ambidextrous/one-handed access. Once deployed, the internal 

pouch lays flat or can be hung for easy access. 

From its breadth of options and modularity to its light weight, durability and comfort, the 

Foundation Series is a premier solution for individual law enforcement officers and the 

tactical enthusiast that take their training seriously. 

The Foundation Series chest rig platform (placard not included) has an MSRP of $54.95. 

Plate carriers have an MSRP of $149.95 and will be available in late 2021. Additionally, 

the Foundation Series can be purchased in a full bundle or pouch bundle. To learn more 

and to see the full lineup of Foundation Series pieces, head to Blackhawk.com. 

About Blackhawk 

In 1990, a Navy SEAL was navigating a minefield when his pack failed. As his gear tumbled to the ground, 
he vowed that if he got out of there alive he would make gear the right way. Today, this obsession with 
quality applies to everything we do. We’re constantly researching, refining and perfecting every detail to 
provide gear that won’t let you down. Because we’re not just making stuff – we’re honoring a vow. 
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https://blackhawk.com/foundation-series-tactical-nylon/?utm_source=homepage&utm_medium=video&utm_campaign=foundation%2Bseries
https://blackhawk.com/foundation-series-molle-belt/?utm_source=website&utm_medium=landing%2Bpage&utm_campaign=foundation%2Bfirst%2Bline&utm_content=molle%2Bgun%2Bbelt
https://blackhawk.com/foundation-series-inner-belt/?utm_source=website&utm_medium=landing%2Bpage&utm_campaign=foundation%2Bfirst%2Bline&utm_content=inner%2Bgun%2Bbelt
https://blackhawk.com/foundation-series-inner-belt/?utm_source=website&utm_medium=landing%2Bpage&utm_campaign=foundation%2Bfirst%2Bline&utm_content=inner%2Bgun%2Bbelt
https://blackhawk.com/tactical-nylon/pouches/mag-ammo-pouches/?utm_source=website&utm_medium=landing%2Bpage&utm_campaign=foundation%2Bseries
https://blackhawk.com/foundation-series-ifak-individual-first-aid-kit-pouch/?utm_source=website&utm_medium=landing%2Bpage&utm_campaign=ifak
https://blackhawk.com/tactical-nylon/foundation-series/
mailto:Matt.rice@VistaOutdoor.com
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